
Product Description
Exclusive brushes for the nail professional. The Astonishing UV/LED brushes are made with artist quality synthetic hair. 
The Astonishing Sculpting Gel brush assures easy sculpting with smooth control due to the flat and oval head shape 
and a light handle in black. The Sculpting Gel brushes allow the pick-up of the sculpting gels to create a great nail 
structure without any pressure. Due to the nice oval shape makes the perform of smile line very easy.

Features & Benefits
 Made with artist quality synthetic hair
 Easy sculpting with smooth control
 Absolute control in sculpting with a shape, balance and rigidity

Usage
Before using
Every Gel service, it’s important to prepare the brush for successful application. Dip the brush into a small amount of 
Astonishing Sculpting Gel. Place the brush onto the plastic side of a form and work it back and forth, removing any air 
bubbles. Make sure the brush becomes fully saturated. Once the brush has been prepared, it is important to practice 
proper care and maintenance. 

Storage 
If Gel is left in the brush and exposed to light, the Gel will cure, and the brush will no longer be usable. The brush hairs 
should only be cleaned by wiping on a lint-free pad lightly moistened with 99% Isopropyl Alcohol. 

Note: Soaking the Astonishing Gel sculpting brushes in solvent will melt the brush hairs. When not in use, keep the brush away from all light sources 
to prevent Gel from curing or hardening in the hairs. This includes the Astonishing LED/UV Lamp or any other LED or UV Lamps, true color lights and 
especially sunlight. If working near a window, always store brushes in a drawer. Do not pull cured Gel out of the brush. This will eventually cause the 
brush to fray and lose its shape. Once Gel has cured in a brush it cannot be removed.

PROFESSIONAL GEL BRUSHES

Specification
Item no. Bar code Packaging Inner pack / Case pack

Professional Gel Brush #6 1710812005 1116084003857 Plastic Sleeve -

Professional Gel Brush #4 1710812007 1116084004175 Plastic Sleeve -


